
 

 

 



How to find us 

The Center for Science and Thought (CST) is seated in the landmarked “Direktorenvilla” (Directors’ 

mansion) at the end of Rheinwerkallee. It is located right on the bank of the Rhine at the Bonner 

Bogen in Oberkassel, a district of Bonn located on the right side of the river. Our center is easy to 

identify based on its architectural features: It is a red brick building with a tower and white northern 

façade, combined with a glass annex. Distinct landmarks in its vicinity are the old water tower, the 

four-story “Rohmühle” as well as the “Kameha Grand Hotel.” 

 

Detailed Directions public transport: From Bonn Hbf to the CST 

By subway: From the train platform, head towards the signs for the subway (U-Bahn). Take line 66 
towards Bad Honnef and get off at Ramersdorf. The trip takes about 14 minutes. 

By tram: Leave the train station through the main entrance and head towards the city center. Take 
line 62 (departs on the opposite side of the street) towards Oberkassel Süd/Römlinghoven and get off 
at Ramersdorf. The trip takes about 18 minutes. 

From Ramersdorf station  
On foot: Leave the station and head towards the car dealership by the main road. Once you have 
reached Königswinterer Straße, turn left and head for the large roundabout. Cross the roundabout 
and continue along Königswinterer Straße. Once you have passed the police station located on the 
right side of the street, turn right into Heinrich-Konen-Straße. Follow Heinrich-Konen-Straße, which 
goes beneath the train tracks, until you reach the old water tower. Cross the street and turn into 
Rheinwerkallee, located diagonally across. Stay on Rheinwerkallee until it ends at the Rhine 
esplanade. The seat of CST is a red brick villa with a white northern façade on the left side of 
Rheinwerkallee, across from the four-story “Rohmühle”. The entire walk takes about 10 minutes. 
 
By bus from Ramersdorf station: Take line 606 towards Malteser Krankenhaus and get off at the 
second stop, Konrad-Zuse-Platz. The bus ride takes about 3 minutes. 

By bus from Bonn Hbf: Leave the train station through the main entrance and head towards the city 
center. You will see the bus terminal to your right. Go to bay C3 and take line 606 towards 
Ramersdorf. Get off at Konrad-Zuse-Platz. The trip takes about 23 minutes. 

 
On foot: From the bus station ‘Konrad-Zuse-Platz’: Head towards the water tower, turn right into 
Rheinwerkallee after a few meters and head for the bank of the Rhine at the end of the street. The 
seat of CST is a red brick villa with a white northern façade on the left side of Rheinwerkallee, across 
from the four-story “Rohmühle”. The entire walk takes about 2 minutes. 

 


